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VAR3701 
= Project 3 = 

THEME: Dreaming of Flying - “I want to break free” 
CONCEPT: The feeling of being depreciated, manipulated, restrained and muted, and to 
yearn to break free and fly away to reach that freedom that only happens in dreams. 
AIMS: analysing the yearning for freedom, to be released, the desire to shed the veil, break 
free from manipulations and censorship, figure out why flying comes so often in my dreams.  

Break Free!!! 
True freedom -> only in Dreams



Dummy(Doll) - ? - Snake - ? - Butterfly 

OUROBOROS -> is a symbol depicting a serpent (or dragon) eating its own 
tail representing eternal cyclic renewal -> Death & Rebirth  

 
 

 

 

    —>  Death, Release & Renew  

Dummy(Doll) - ? - Snake - ? - Butterfly

-> is a symbol depicting a serpent (or dragon) eating its own

Open credits of the TV series ALTERED CARBON  
(debuted after my recurring dreams) featuring a synthetic body 

shedding skin, encircled by a snake that ends as an Ouroboros. 





Experiences -> Trauma -> Layers -> HIDE BEHIND A PLASTIC MASK 
(DON’T LET THEM SEE/HURT YOU) 

 
According to Harvey Mullane (1983:189) 
"people find themselves haunted by obsessive 
thoughts" and in the dream state these desires 
and intentions are expressed “without the 
involvement of the (conscious) self", as a release 
of the psyche's distress with "very complex 
symbolic meanings” that are displayed and 
experienced in the form of a coherent story or 
adventure. “It certainly seems as if stories are 
composed and presented to us without any 
contribution from us." (Mullane, H. 1983:192) 
Ideas and fears might lead to dreams, but "the 
dreamer is typically a pure spectator who cannot 
affect the flow of thought in the slightest respect; 
the dream was composed, it appears, quite apart 
from the will of the dreamer. (Mullane 1983:193) 

Mullane (1983:196) also adds that "[t]ypically, 
dreams reflect a "dream-logic"; in this dream 
world many of the ordinary facts of reality, and 
often the principles of logic, are absent" allowing 
the mind to manifest a chimeric realm where to 
set itself free. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20115933 (Accessed 26 

August 2019) 

<- old self portrait painting in chains 



 
 

 
 

My hopes, desires, fears and stressful experiences usually turn into dreams so intense and 
vivid that they get mixed with memories, being sometimes tricky the separation of fantasy 
from reality, creating a realm baptised: the Bellaverse. 

Come to me my child 
I will take the pain away!

Dear Dream Diary: 
Last night at Bellaverse…



 

Dear Dream Diary: 

Last night at Bellaverse…  
I became a spy to report on a 
stigmatised group of people - 
the enemy - and while with them 
my mind started to change, and 
so did my skin by beginning 
scaling and breaking apart with 
light shining underneath. But 
little by little it started to 
disintegrate and when I was due 
to give my last report, I exploded 
like a supernova to became a 
orb of light and joined the stars 
in pure felicity with the others:  
…the former enemy! 



Yuichi Ikehata, a contemporary artist born in Chiba, Japan, states “[t]he world of reality and 
non-reality are very intimate” and “[w]e touch non-reality 
with reality as a key and sometimes touch reality using a 
key of non-reality. Reality is beautiful, sad, funny and 
completed, but happens nothing there. Fragments that cut 
out of reality already show a fictitious world. I collect the 
fragments, edit, arrange and capture them. It is just a “pure 
myth.” However, my real world. 

Yu ich i Ikehata 's 
series 'Fragment of LTM' (Long Term Memory) 
displays photos of wire, paper and clay forms, 
meticulously sculpted into anatomical frameworks 
of shattered human arms, legs and heads, with 
digitally superimposing elements like skin, eyes, hair, 
nails, blending real elements with digital retouch, 
cleverly forming surreal hyperrealistic portraitures 
neither real or fictitious but a combination of both, 
that gives a very futuristic impression of 
fragmented human forms where a sense of human 
corruption, decay and disintegration are very present. (Monika Mróz. [Sa]) 
https://www.ignant.com/2017/04/10/disturbing-works-of-yuichi-ikehata/ (Accessed October 2020)  

When the stress becomes too difficult to bear, it drives the 
mind to release the pressure, being it psychologically 
(recurring dreams, nightmares, mental afflictions) or 
physically, through the form of somatic symptoms. 
"In Arabic,(...) the word soma is translated as jasad, which 
means body, but there is no word for somatisation in 
Arabic dictionaries. In the medical literature, the Arabic 
term used to indicate somatisation is tajseed. When 
translated back to English, this word means 'embodiment' 
or 'embodying'. (Al Busaidi 2010:[sp]) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3074701/ (Accessed October 2020) 

2. Yuichi Ikehata, Fragment of LTM13. (2017).

1. Yuichi Ikehata, Fragment of LTM4. 

3. Yuichi Ikehata, Fragment of LTM8. (2015).



Sophie Kahn is a British-Australian artist who works with bronze-casting combined with 3D 
laser scanning and printing to create surrealist futuristic glitching sculptures by "[u]sing 

damaged 3d data" to "create 
sculptures and video works that 
resemble de-constructed monuments 
or memorials" that seem to suggest 
loss and death. Since the "precise 
3d scanning technology" was "never 
designed to capture the body, which 
is always in motion", it collects 
"conflicting spatial coordinates, 
generating a 3d' motion blur'" that 

"when materialised as sculpture", translates into "losses and blind spots, frayed edges, and 
voids in the solid object that stand for all the things that the scanner could not see" leaving 
behind "only traces of its form – a scan of the face resembles nothing more than a digital 
death mask."(Sophie Kahn 2013) 

"Like a photograph, a 3d scan is made 
from life, and from a limited perspective. 
When materialised as sculpture, it 
reveals losses and blind spots, frayed 
edges, and voids in the solid object that 
stand for all the things that the scanner 
could not see." (Sophie Kahn 2013) 
https://anti-utopias.com/art/sophie-kahn-fragmented-bodies/ 

Skin is an armour that offers protection against the outside world but, like any shield, it is 
also a container, confining oneself into a repressive state of existence. It is the eternal 
conflict of desires, of freedom vs protection that shackles the spirit to a mortal realm.  

What about using plastic material to represent skin? When is the skin connoted with 
something synthetic and artificial, something to be discarded to be well?  

6. Sophie Kahn, Figure of a Woman, Reclining(five years of sleep) (2013).  
Detail. Life-size 3D prints from 3D scans. Image by Sophie Kahn.

7. Sophie Kahn, Figure of a Woman, Reclining(five years of sleep)  
and Bust of a Women with Head Thrown Back, (2013).  

Installation view. Life-size 3D prints from 3D scans.  
Image by Sophie Kahn.

https://anti-utopias.com/art/sophie-kahn-fragmented-bodies/


Stencil scan

Stencils and texture rollers



 

 







 



 

 



Breaking free from female indoctrination:  
-> marry virgin  -> have kids  -> be quiet  -> be obedient  -> don’t argue  

…just accept it! 
Is how it has always been!



 

 

 
 

 

WINGS 
Of light? 
Of plastic? (Fake wings) 
Of gloves? (Fake hands skin)

TRANSFORM -> BE RELEASED FROM THE COCOON 
-> BECOME WHAT YOU WANT TO BE 

FLY  BUTTERFLY  FLY



Recurring dreams -> Theoretically, recurrent dreams are assumed to reveal the 
presence of unresolved conflicts or stressors in an individual’s life. This is 
corroborated by findings that recurrent dreams are usually accompanied by negative 
dream content, and that they are associated with lower psychological well-being 
(Zadra et al., 1996). (PhychologyToday.com) 

Barret, D. (2001) suggests that recurrent dreams occur during times of stress and 
anxiety but once the problem has resolved they will cease to recur. (Trauma and 
Dreams. Harvard University Press) 

-> Possible explanations for recurring dreams: 
Threat simulation theory - proposed by Antti Revonsuo states the biological function 
of dreaming is to simulate threatening events and then rehearse threatening avoidance 
behaviors. 
Gestaltist dream theory - views recurrent dreams as representing the person's current 
state of psychic imbalance. By bringing this imbalance to consciousness through the 
recurrent dream, it is possible for the person to restore their self-balance.  
Freud believed that recurrent traumatic dreams showed expressions of neurotic 
repetitive compulsions. 
Jung believed that recurrent dreams played an important role in the integration of the 
psyche. 
Culturalist dream theory, brought to light by Bonime in 1962, holds that recurrent 
dreams represent a lack of positive change or development in a person's personality. 
Lucid dream theory holds that some people dream in recurrent form and it is a normal 
phenomenon. 



In the movie The Matrix, the Wachowskis introduced a new paradigm 
concerning existence and dreams. What if reality is but a dream? “This whole 
idea of “waking up” is a key idea in a number of philosophies” in "ancient 
Eastern philosophy—the Indian Vedanta philosophy of the Upanishads, Taoism, 
and Buddhism—the key to waking up is enlightenment and a correct 
understanding of the relation of the self to the external world" (Douglas Mann 
2010: 15) 
Then dreaming of shedding one's skin and become light can be perceived as 
breaking apart and disengaging 
away from the illusion, generating 
an opportunity to sublimate. Like a 
snake discarding its skin, to 
transmogrify into an ethereal 
butterfly of light.  
But is it the shedding of the skin a 
transcending gesture?  
Or an evasion to avoid dealing with 
one's flaws? 

Change is not always regarded as a 
good thing, and often the individual 
is resistant to it, perceiving it as 
forcefully adverse or threatening. 
However, without change, there 
cannot be evolution and evolving is a human condition. 



What do I want? I do not want to endure, I don’t want to be strong and keep taking crap… 
… I want to break free!!! 

 

Skin is an armour that offers protection 
against the outside world but, like any 
shield, it is also a container, confining 
oneself in a repressive state of existence. I 
live in the eternal conflict of desires, of 
freedom vs protection. 

Material: plastic film and bubble-wrap 
representing skin and clothing, as a cocoon, 
but also to convey the idea of protective but 

constrictive, synthetic, artificial and 
superfluous. 

Something to be removed and discarded, 
like a contaminated mask. 

“Skins” hanging around like clothes to put on according to the occasion: 

Break free from? -> What is freedom? 
-> to Fly away (overcome myself and ascend)



 
 

 

-> layer/cover it heavily with make-up -> make it more skin-like.  
-> reinforce the feeling of concealing and disguise  
    



melted plastic with make-up 
(textures)



(previous attempt to make a discarded “skin” from plastic and make-up) 



Photos of Skin Me 2019. Bella Du Arte. Bubblewrap plastic, sticky tape, make-up and fishline 
158 x 65cm. Photograph by Angie Lazaro.





Making a light diffuser box:   



Porcelain lamp broken pieces: 

-> lligiht shining through the cracks 



-> Blood-orange peal against  
    usb lamp bulb 



Egg shell against usb lamp bulb 





SHED THIS SKIN//VEIL/SHROUD    <- death = fake life

= living for others    
= let your light shine

-> I want to be a butterfly



-> Series with red lamp with butterfly surrounded with bubblewrap 

Red light is for -> STOP -> Danger -> Forbidden (red lights were also used as signs for brothels) 
 -> feeling of waiting in the corner to be sold to the highest bidder 

-> bubble wrap: synthetic (fake) protection and imprisonment  



-> looking to the light from the outside -> longing -> yearning



Bubblewrap and plastic -> making it into clothing/suit 

-> a muzzle made out of duct tape with a 
smiley draw with make-up 



-> Plastic and Bubblewrap dress Series 

-> stuck on Social Media LIKES 



SHUT UP series with Smiley muzzle (a portfolio of silence) 

 











 



Dreaming about flying:  

When you fly, you feel elated exhilarating, joyful, and free, so more likely symbolises 
need of relief or freedom in your real life. Research suggests that one of the main 
reasons we dream is that our memory control center—the hippocampus—needs to 
rehearse information from the day before or the week before in order to ensure that it 
gets encoded in long-term memory. This is why many of our dreams feature events 
and people we have recently encountered or thought about.!(PsychologyToday.com)  

-> Flying represents control, the ability to 
control flight is representative of one’s own 
personal sense or need of power. 
-> Flying represents freedom, it shows that 
nothing is impossible; be anybody or do 
anything. Presenting hope, possibilities, 
reality and freedom of expression.  
-> Flying represents escape, a getaway 
from stresses and pressures of the 
everyday life.  
If unable of solving daily problems, taking 
flight depicts an urge to get away from it all. 
-> Flying represents inflation of the self, it makes one feels like a superhero. Invincible, 
invulnerable, exceptional  and even superior since the others can’t annoy, hurt, or 
trouble us: when flying one is actually looking down on everyone else, out of reach.  

(DreamMoods.com) 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/memory
http://PsychologyToday.com


-> Making the model doll(dummy) fly the skies (animation) 

  -> transparent fishline (representing invisible bait that pulls up and away) 

    (making the model doll into a marionette)  

-> hand wrapped in plastic grabbing the feet/foot as if holding on 

(Hand representing what excess and waste that pull us down from ascending) 



What if we could… be or do anything? (Let’s Daydream) 

 -> enacting poses by Jacques Louis David’s Neoclassical paintings 

 

-> self portrait  
-> plastic clothing  
-> vacuum cleaner (the horse) 
-> Alps = Storage room  
(mountain of boxes and plastics) 

-> self portrait  
-> plastic head wrap  
-> bubble wrap bathtub covering  
-> iPad, iPencil, iPhones, plastic knife 
-> Gloves on hands  
-> Smiley muzzle  



 

-> self portrait  
-> plastic head wrap  
-> bubble wrap clothing 
-> iPad with Netflix playing  
-> Gloves on hands  
-> Smiley muzzle  



-> Portrait of Madame Bella Du Arte: 



-> The Death of Bella Du Arte (or Bella Du Arte Murder): 
 



-> Bella crossing the Storage Room: 



Photo by DaVinci White. 2012. Madrid. 

-> apply Photoshop dispersion effect 



Animation draft idea of becoming light:  

-> background and clothing black 
-> black head cap 
-> light coming out of the mouth 

(xmas lights LEDs)



-> Video storyboard
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